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The DSL Debugger Framework (DDF) contributes a mapping technique for augmenting existing DSL grammars to generate the hooks needed to interface with a supporting infrastructure written for Eclipse that
assists in debugging a program written in a DSL. This poster presents the challenges of debugging with a DSL, as well as a case study describing two techniques for adding the debugging concern to a grammar.
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public class Robot{
public static void
main(String[] args) {
Robot robot =new Robot(0,0,0);
//move left
robot.move_left();
//move down
robot.move_down();robot.x = 5;
robot.y = 6;
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• The underlying GPL can be messy and human
unreadable
• One line of GPL can be translated into tens of lines of
GPL code
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• Reuse existing GPL standalone command line debugger
• Generative Programming techniques are used to synthesize debugger
mapping code from DSL grammar specification
• Utilize the debugging methods mapping knowledge and source code
mapping information to generate the DSL debugger in Eclipse
• Map the GPL debugger output messages back to the DSL level through
the wrapper interface
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A Case Study with Two Different Approaches
This section presents a very simple DSL
that will be used to illustrate the concept of
debugging with a DSL. The Robot DSL
consists of four commands that control the
robot movement: up, down, right and down.
Every command will increase or decrease
the position of the robot along the x or y
coordinates. As a side effect, each
command will also increase the timer by one.
Additional Robot DSL statements are: initial
statement, set statement, and print
statement. Following is the sample code
written in the Robot DSL - line 2 initialize the
robot’s beginning position as (0, 0); line 5
forces (5, 6) as the robot’s new current
position; line 8 prints the robot’s current
position.
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begin
init Position(0,0)
left
down
set Position(5,6)
up
right
print Position
end

With the DDF, the Robot DSL debugger can
be generated automatically from the DSL
grammar provided that an explicit mapping
is specified between the DSL and the
translated GPL.

dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;
fileio.print("
//move right");
fileio.print("
x=x+1;");
gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print("
time=time+1;");
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print(" ");
filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+","+gplendline+"));");
dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;
fileio.print("
//move left");
fileio.print("
x=x-1;");
gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print("
time=time+1;");
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print(" ");
filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+","+gplendline+"));");
dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;
fileio.print("
//move up");
fileio.print("
y=y+1;");
gplbeginline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print("
time=time+1;");
gplendline=fileio.getLinenumber();
fileio.print(" ");
filemap.print(" mapping.add(new Map("+dsllinenumber+", \"Robot.java\","+gplbeginline+","+gplendline+"));");

}
…

To define this mapping, additional semantic actions
inside each grammar production are defined. These
mapping aspects crosscut the entire DSL grammar
specification. Manually specifying these aspects can be
expensive and error-prone, which compromises the
advantages of using a DSL.

DSL Debugger Perspective in Eclipse

First Approach: Weaving at the Generated Code Level

Second Approach: Weaving at the DSL Grammar Level
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The second approach involves the use of a mature
program transformation system to weave the
debugging concern into the grammar. In our work,
we use the Design Maintenance System (DMS)
from Semantic Designs. A debugging aspect is
specified as a DMS PARLANSE function, which
provides transformation functionality using pattern
matching and rewrite specifications on the AST of
a source program (in this case, the source is
actually a grammar file). Before the grammar is
even sent to ANTLR, it is first pre-processed by
DMS in order to weave the debugging aspect into
the original grammar productions. The transformed
grammar is then submitted to ANTLR in order to
generate the parser and lexer for a specific GPL.

after(int commandname):
call(void antlr.Parser.match(int))
&& args(commandname)
{ match(commandname); }
after():
call (void P.command());
{dsllinenumber=dsllinenumber+1;}

…
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The first approach to modularizing a debugging concern in
a DSL assumes the existence of an aspect weaver for the
generated GPL. For example, AspectJ is a seamless
aspect-oriented extension to Java that assists in modular
implementation of numerous crosscutting concerns. In the
figure above, ANTLR automatically generates the lexer
and parser from the DSL grammar. Assuming the
generated parser is in Java, AspectJ can be used to
define a debugging aspect that weaves the debug
mapping code to generate a new lexer and parser (Lexer’
and Parser’). After the debug concern is weaved into the
lexer and parser, DDF uses the transformed GPL and
mapping code to generate the DSL debugger.
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• Domain experts lack knowledge about the underlying
GPL
• Although techniques for constructing a debugger for a
GPL have been developed over the years, debug
support for DSLs has not been investigated deeply
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• A debugger is difficult to build because it depends
heavily on the underlying operating system’s
capabilities and lower-level native code functionality
• Manual construction of the debugger for each new
DSL can be time-consuming, expensive, and errorprone
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The lack of mature aspect weavers for many
languages (e.g., Object Pascal, C, or Ada) is a
serious disadvantage of the first approach.
That is, the first approach requires an aspect
weaver for the generated GPL as the
mechanism for modularizing the debug
concern. Another disadvantage of the first
approach is that it requires the developer of the
DSL to have detailed knowledge of the code
generator within ANTLR in order to construct
the appropriate pointcuts. In some cases, the
translation is done by a legacy parser, which
creates a difficulty because the generated
parser code can be messy and generally
unreadable by a human. One line in a DSL can
translate into dozens of lines of GPL code.
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1. Specify ANTLR grammar specification
2. Specify Java semantic actions using DMS regular expression
3. Generate ANTLR Parser
4. Generate abstract syntax tree with ANTLR_ACTION nodes
5. Search ANTLR_ACTION nodes from the generated AST
6. Retrieve ANTLR_ACTION nodes and store them in a hash map
7. Retrieve associated string expression from each ANTLR_ACTION node
8. Modify the regular Java parser by changing the starting production
9. Parse the associated string expressions as regular Java statement lists
10.Transform the statement lists using the ASTInterface API
11.Regenerate the ANTLR_ACTION nodes with debugging
aspects weaved in
12.Output the complete ANTLR AST (with modified action nodes)
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The key contribution of this approach is the
transformation of the grammar itself. The
specification of the debug mapping is
modularized in a single place – the DMS
transformation function. The second approach
has the side benefit of language independence. It
does not matter which GPL serves as the
generated target.
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